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 0. Summary. Under suitable assumptions, it is established that the rate of
 convergence of the cdf (cumulative distribution function) of the simple linear
 rank statistics
 SN= EL= Cli NR +Il)
 to the normal one is O(N-1+5) for any > 0. Here CN, CNC are known
 constants, RNP . . . RNN are the ranks of independent observations XN, .
 XNN, and Sp is a score generating function defined in Section 1.
 1. Introduction. Let XNi, i = 1, * * *, N be independent rvs distributed ac-
 cording to the cdf Fi(x) = F(x - AdN%), i = 1, * * *, N. We assumed that F(x)
 is absolutely continuous having the density function f(x) whose derivative f'(x)
 exists. Furthermore, F(x) is assumed to have the finite Fisher information,
 that is,
 ( 1 . 1 ) I(f) = [f'(x)/f(x)]2f(x) dx < oo
 A is an unknown parameter, and di, , * = , N are known constants. Let
 RNi be the rank of XNi among XN1, . *, XNN. Setting u(x)= 1 if x > O. and
 u(x) = 0 otherwise, we can write
 (1.2) RNi = 57-u=1U(XNi-XNi), i=1 *.* N.
 Consider now the simple linear rank statistics
 (1.3) SN= Y 1 CNi aN(RNT)
 where CNi *.*, CNN are known constants, and aN(i), i = 1, ** , N are "scores"
 generated by a function 'p(t) in the following manner:
 (1.4) aN(i) = 4(N I) 1 i<N.
 Statistics of the type (1. 3) play an important role in the theory of nonparametric
 inference. For example, in the two sample problem where F1 = .. . _= F,
 and
 Fm+i ... = FN =_G,
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 for testing the hypothesis Ho: F_ G, many rank tests are based on the statistic
 SN = il aN(RNi)
 which is a special case of (1.3) when CNl = ** = CNm = l and CNm+l = =
 CNN = 0. It is well known (see e.g., Capon (1961)) that the statistics of the
 form (1.3) for different score functions yield locally most powerful rank tests.
 Under suitable assumptions on the C's and the score generating function SP,
 Hajek (1962) [see also Hajek-Sidak (1967)] established the asymptotic normality
 of SN. However, the problem of determining the rate of convergence of the cdf
 of SN to the limiting normal distribution has remained open. This problem is
 investigated in this paper for the case A = 0 as well as for A # 0. In both cases,
 the rate of convergence is proved to be O(N-i+5) for 3 > 0. For the case A = 0,
 the result is valid for the 5o functions having the bounded first derivative, and
 for the case A i 0, it is necessary to assume the boundedness of the fourth
 derivative of so.
 Throughout the paper, we shall make the following assumptions on C's and d's.
 (1.5) 7 il Civi = z i=l dNi = ?, T-i~L CNi = 1 Ni -
 (1 .6) maXl?%?S:N C~i = O(N-1 log N), maXl?%?N d2 = O(N-1 log N).
 It may be noted that the assumption (1.5) can be made without any loss of
 generality. Furthermore, it may be noted [cf. Hajek-Sidak (1967)] that if so is
 the difference of two non-decreasing, square integrable functions in (0, 1), then
 SN has asymptotically (O, a2) distribution under A = 0, and rY(ESN, a2) or
 7(A 5. ziY CNi dNi So (p(t)9o(t, f ) dt, U2 )
 distribution under A # 0. Here
 2= I ((p(t) -_ )2 dt, p = 0 (p(t) dt, fF(t, ft) = f (F (t))
 f(F-1(t))
 and )j(e, a2) stands for the normal distribution with mean e and variance a2.
 2. Rate of convergence for A = 0. The main result of this section is the
 following theorem.
 THEOREM 2.1. Let A = 0 and the first derivative of ~o(t) exist and be bounded in
 (0, 1). Then, under the assumptions of Section 1, corresponding to any 3 > 0, there
 exists a constant A(a) > 0, and a positive integer N8 such that for all N > N8,
 (2.1) sup-,,<.<0. IFN(x) - ((x)l < A(Q)N(-i+5
 where FN(x) is the cdf of g1SN and (D(xj is the standard normal cdf.
 The proof of this theorem is based on the following two lemmas, the second
 of which is a consequence of Theorem 6, Chapter 5 of Petrov (1972).
 LEMMA 2.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, corresponding to any positive
 integer k, where 2k + 1 < N, there exists a constant B(k) > 0 and a positive integer
 Nk such that for all N > Nk,
 (2.2) E(SN - T_)2k =B(k)Nk
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 where
 (2.3) TN = ?=1 Ci (p(F(Xi)) .
 LEMMA 2.2. Under assumptions of Section 2 and Theorem 2.1, for any positive
 integer N,
 (2.4) sup-.<,<00 IFN*(x) - <>(x)| < A 50 JS(t) - SD| dt. 1Y ICNi|3
 where A > 0 is a constant independent of N, and FN* is the cdf of -'TN under
 A = O.
 In what follows, we shall suppress the subscript N in Cei, dai, RN etc. when-
 ever there is no confusion.
 PROOF OF LEMMA 2.1. Set Ui = F(Xi), i = 1,***, N. Denoting Yi = aN(Ri) -
 so(Ui), i = 1, . . ., N, we get
 (2.5) E[(SN - TN)2k] - E{(EN1 ci Yi)2k}
 (2k)! c P1 * cNNE(J1. 1 Y.Pi)
 P... PN
 where the sum extends over the set A of vectors (Pl, ... PN) of integers such
 that 0 < Pi < 2k, i = 1, *,N, 1 N~pi = 2k.
 Each point of A could have at most 2k positive components. Noting this fact,
 we may decompose A into 2k disjoint parts such that the jth part consists of those
 points which have just j positive components. Thus we may rewrite (2.5) as
 E[(SN - TN)2k] - Y N c2kEy2k + .. .
 (2.6) + 511pil,---,pm<2kipl+-*-+pm=2k !(2k)!
 p!... pm!1
 X 2l-***im=1 different Cii ... c~nE(Y~i ... Yir) + ? .il,...,2k=1,different c..*1
 + Lt,-2=indifferent Cil .. ci kE(Yi,.. Yi~k -
 In view of (1.5) and (1.6), it follows that
 (2.7) 12ilw.iM=-idifferent cil ... cPmI < K for N > N
 for any m 2k and any Pi, ? < pi < 2k, i =1, * p 2k,
 K > 0 is a constant dependent only on k. Actually, if pi > 2 for i = 1 nm
 then
 IL ~il..,C -1different cl * < I c, <J frn T. (Y N lcilPj) < max< igN Jci2(km)
 On the other hand, suppose that some of pi's are equal to one, say pm = 1.
 Then in view of (1.5)
 (2.8) 2iy,.,im=1,different cr.. C?.
 = i7,-...,im M.i=1,different c1* 7cm-1( - -
 so that we get m - 1 sums of similar type; each of them sums the products of
 (m - 1) factors. Considering any of these sums, we may have again two cases:
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 either all exponents are at least two, so that we are in the first case; or some of
 them equal one and we may write an equality analogous to (2.8). We continue
 in this way until after a finite number of steps (in which we decompose the
 original expression into at most m! sums) we get only the sums with exponents
 greater than or equal to two. Actually, the extreme case is the sum of the type
 PN C Ok_1 _ y~ _ N X iji2=liji* c2 -% - L il2 cI L
 so that (2.7) is proved.
 Further, using the generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
 (2.9) EI]Jf1 Zil < (]J!,1 EJZn~l)1/n, n = 2, 3, .*
 we see that
 (2.10) El Yii ... Yumml -< (I=I El Y'Pfijpl)'/' < (H 1 ElEY~kPij)l/2k
 (fliLl E~aN(Rl) - ,( U1)12kPj)l/2k
 holds for any m = 1, * , 2k and any pi, 0 < pi < 2k, P = 2k. Finally,
 the expression
 (2.11) m=l Zl1?pj,...,pm:2k,pj+"+p==2k pi! p(2k!
 depends only on k.
 Now, if aN(i) = -p(i/(N + 1)), i = 1, * , N, where So has a bounded derivative
 we get the inequality
 (2.12) E[aN(Rl) - (Ul)]2kpi ? B2(k)EL RN 1 - U1]
 which is varied for j = 1, * , m; m = 1, 2k.
 U1 being fixed, R1 is the sum of independent zero-one random variables (see
 (1.2)) so that
 (2.13) E RN1 UN1 ,j < B3(k)Au-kpj
 N + I i 3kAkJ
 (2.6), (2.7), (2.10), (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13) then prove the lemma.
 PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Since for any s > 0 and any N, we have
 (2.14) P{61SN ? X} ? P{6'TN ? X + eI + P{61ISN - TNI > e}
 and analogously
 (2.15) P{61SN < X} > P{61TN < X - 4 I - P{C '1ISN - TN! 4,
 it follows using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, that
 (2.16) sup.<.<0. IFN(X) - <I(x)J ? (a)2kB(k)N-k + C2 y C~iJ3 + 0(e)
 holds for any s > 0, any k and for N > Nk.
 For 3 > 0 being fixed, take k such that 2k + 1 > 1/25 > 2k and put s -
 N-i(11-1(2k+l)). The theorem then follows from (2.13) and from the assumption
 (1.6).
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 3. Rate of convergence for A # 0. Without loss of generality, we assume
 that A > 0. For convenience we shall use the following representation in this
 section. Let XNv, i = 1, * * *, N be independent and identically distributed rvs
 each having the cdf F(x) such that I(f ) < oo. Let R" i be the rank of XNj + AdNi,
 that is
 R6 = Ely1 u(XNj - XNj + A(dNi - dN)).
 Consider now the statistics
 SbiN = F-'Zi=1'CNi P N +I)
 The asymptotic distribution of S1N - SIN was investigated by Jureckovat for
 Wilcoxon scores in (1973a) and for general score function so in (1973b). In the
 case of general scores function sp, it was assumed that the sp function has the
 four bounded derivatives in (0, 1).
 Suppose now that the vectors (CN, **.*. CNN) and (dNl, . diN) satisfy (1.5),
 (1.6) and the following:
 (3.1) lim N d =a, O < a2 < 00
 (3.2) limN .Co [maxlj, N ) c~sdks)-1] = 0,
 and
 (3.3) limng [ 7N-(zt'L1 cNidvi) ( csdft) 1] = 7 - 0
 Then, [cf. Jureckovai (1973b)] for sp having four bounded derivatives in (0, 1),
 the asymptotic distribution of
 (3.4) AN1(SAN - SON - AaN - A2bN)
 is 7j(O, A2p2) where
 (3.5) AN2 = ENC c2idki + 3Nl1(EX1 N1 dNi)2
 (3.6) aN - ziN~l c idNi 5 9 (F(x))f2(X) dx - CNcdNi 50 f(t)9(t, f) dt
 (3.7) bN = 2 i=1 CCT dAi 5 9"(F(x))f 3(x) dx
 and
 p2 = 5 [p'(F(x))]2f3(x) _-(5 [ p (F(X))]2f2(X) dx)2 + 2r(l + 3r)-1
 (3.8) X [55 < F(x)(1-F(y))p"(F(x))(o"(F(y))f2(x)f2(y)dxdy
 + 55 < (p'(F(X))(p"(F(y))f2(X)f2(y) dx dy
 _ 5 (p'(F(x))f(x) dx. 5 (p"(F(x))F(x)f2(x)dx
 Let FNA denote the cdf of a1(SAN - AaN). Then we have the following
 theorem.
 THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that CNO, dNa, i = 1, * * , N satisfy (1.5), (1.6), (3.1)-
 (3.3) and that the score-generating function has four bounded derivatives on (0, 1).
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 Then
 (3.9) supo IFNA(x) - ID(x)i = O(N-i+')
 holds for any a > 0 and any fixed A.
 PROOF. We may write for any A > 0 and for any x
 (3.10) P{a1(SAN -AaN - AbN) < x}
 < P{a-SON x + 'S
 + P{G 1ISA N - SON - AaN - A2bNI >_
 and analogously
 P 1(SN f AaN - A2bN) <? x}
 ? P{G 1SON < X - A - P{a'ISAN - SON - AaN - A2bNI }
 Then by Theorem 2. 1,
 (3.* 1 ) sup, IFNA(x + aT1bN) - ?D(x)l
 < C.* A + P{|1ISAN - SON - AaN - A b_ > 4
 + A(6)N-1+5
 holds for any a > 0 and N > N,.
 Let us consider the third member of the right-hand side of (3.11). We shall
 use the following theorem:
 THEOREM 3.2 (Petrov). Let H(x) be any cdf and ?D(x) cdf of the normal (0, 1)
 distribution.
 Let
 V = sup-.<,<. IH(x) - 1D(x)I
 and let M, denote the set of distribution functions possessing the finite absolute mo-
 ment of order p > 0. Then, if 0 < ? e-* and H(x) e MP, there exists a constant
 Cp depending on p only such that
 C V lo0g 1V/2 +i
 (3.12) jH(x) - (x) I <c- (o j + 'I
 holds for all real x; here
 2P = IS jxj dH(x) - S jxjPd(D(x)l
 For the proof, see Petrov (1972).
 Let us denote by GNA the cdf of A-1AN1p1(SA N -SON-taN-bA2bN). On
 account of the boundedness of (p, GNA has finite absolute moments of any order
 for any fixed N and any fixed A. On the other hand, it follows from Theorem
 2.1 of [6] (see (3.1)-(3.8) of the present paper) that limN,. sup, IGNA (x)
 (D(x)l = 0 for any fixed A and that for N > N,
 sup, IGNA (x) - ((x)j < e-.
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 The assumptions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied for any p = k = 1, 2, *.*, so that
 there exists a constant C,* to any k such that
 (3.13) IGNA(X) - @I(x)| < Ck*(l + Xjk) 1
 holds for all x e (-oo, oo).
 We have
 (3.14) P{a'ISAN - SON - AaN - A2bNI e } = 2[1 - GNA(A-1p-1aAN 1A)]
 so that (3.13) implies that
 (3.15) P{alISAN - SON - AaN - A2bNI ? >}
 < 2[1 - qD(A-'p-1aAN'-") + 2Ck*[l + (A-1p-l)kA -k k]-l
 holdsforany; >O ,anyk =1,2, . .andforN>NN.
 Let us fix t, a > 0 and put A = AN * N1'2. Then in view of (3.15) and Lemma
 2, Chapter VII of Feller (1957) we have that for any N > N, and sufficiently
 large k
 (3.16) sup IFNA(x + 1lA2bN)- D(x)j < C?"N-+ + O(N-1+28).
 Thus
 sup.<,<0. IFNA&(X)- (D(x)j
 (3.17) < sup, IFNA(X) - (D(X + ? aA2bN)I
 + sup, jI@(x + 6-1A2bbN)- (D(x)l
 < sup, IFNA(x _ U-A2bN)- (D(x)l + K. --lA2bN
 (3.16) and (3.17) together with assumption (1.5) complete the proof of the
 Theorem.
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